NOTES:

1. DO NOT SCALE OFF DRAWING, REFER TO LISTED DIMENSIONS ONLY!

2. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE FACE TO FACE OF THE SHEETROCK OR TO CENTERLINE OF DOORS AND WINDOWS UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. ANY DIMENSIONAL DISCREPANCIES SHALL BE BROUGHT TO THE ATTENTION OF THE DESIGN DEPARTMENT FOR VERIFICATION.

3. ROOM AREA CALCULATIONS ARE APPROXIMATE.
WALL DETAILS

2"x4 KNEE WALLS

C - RAFTERS

C BOX

Production File

C - RAFTERS

SECOND FLOOR/" = 1' 38 1/2" = 1'
Nook Walls

\( \frac{\text{in}}{\text{ft}} = \frac{1}{4} \)

First Floor

Nook Window Details

\( \frac{\text{in}}{\text{ft}} = \frac{1}{4} \)

First Floor

Wall Details

\( \frac{\text{in}}{\text{ft}} = \frac{1}{4} \)

Second Floor

Install 7/16" OSB 'Cat Walk as Shown'

Install a minimum of 2'-0" around the exterior perim. with R-19 Insulation. Balance to be R-11 or R-13

Sheathing Up E' and To Top

T3714/DH3765
T3717/7281
2-T3714/2-DH3765

Sheathing Up 5" and To Top

\( \frac{\text{in}}{\text{ft}} = \frac{1}{4} \)

Production Flow

E Box